IMPORTANT – PLEASE READ!

Your Woodstock Kid’s Fantasy Guitar™, like all stringed instruments, will require periodic adjustment.

1. It is normal for the tuning pegs to loosen during shipping, after excessive use and during dry weather. They can easily be tightened with any small Phillips or flathead screwdriver. Simply turn the screws in the back of the pegs in a clockwise direction. Do not over tighten (or you will not be able to turn the pegs at all). If the tuning pegs are loose, your instrument will not stay in tune and the strings and bridge can come loose. If this happens, tighten the pins – then re-attach the strings and wooden bridge.

2. The strings on your instrument will stretch when they are new. It will take several tunings before the strings stop stretching and stay in tune. The instrument will always need to be tuned periodically.

3. Do not over tighten the strings. Doing so will cause them to break. If you do break strings, take your guitar to a local music store to purchase a replacement string.

To see a video demonstrating how to tighten the tuning pegs on your Woodstock Kid’s Fantasy Guitar, go to www.chimes.com/fantasyguitar